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scope (it seeks ªan algorithm that connects phenotypeNew Views of Life
to genotypeº), while the level of detail is often very fine
(there is a comparison of the anatomy of the echidna
and platypus mammary gland at one point). It is written,Cells, Embryos, and Evolution
however, from a fundamentally molecular viewpoint that
By John Gerhart and Marc Kirschner
excludes two essential aspects of biology that have
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shaped the form of modern animals: genetics and physi-
642 pp. $69.95. ology. Theodosius Dobzhansky said ªNothing in biology
makes sense except in the light of evolution.º In their
preface, the authors transform this unifying concept into
The discovery of the evolutionarily conserved homeo-
ªNothing in evolution makes sense except in the light
box in 1983 marked the point at which our view of animal of cell biology.º This seems a shaky foundation on which
evolution was permanently changed by the identification to build a new view of the relationship of animal species.
of regulatory pathways that are shared by all animals.
The forces that have shaped the forms of animals do not
The realization that it is the modification of shared path-
act on cells: they act on the organism as a physiological
ways that results in the diversity of Darwin's ªendless whole. By overlooking these dimensions, the book be-
forms most beautiful and most wonderfulº has de- longs in the old tradition of comparative embryology
manded new ways of thinking about the relationships and takes little notice of the synthesis of evolution and
of animals and about the mechanisms that allow related genetics fashioned by Dobzhansky and others. In terms
molecules to generate so many different forms. of comparative embryology it is masterful, and the won-
John Gerhart and Marc Kirschner take on this chal- der of life as presented here is in the diversity of forms
lenge, and explore the relationships of all animals based that can be produced from variations in a small number
on the properties of animal cells and comparative em- of ancestral pathways.
bryology in Cells, Embryos, and Evolution. The contents The problems created by the evasion of natural selec-
of the book fall into three sections. The first describes tion are illustrated in Chapter 8, ªAxis Specification and
the properties of cells that allow flexibility of function. Reproductive Strategies.º This chapter describes the
The exploratory behavior of certain constituents of the extraordinary diversity of mechanisms of axis specifica-
cell is nicely described; the authors point out, for exam- tion, sometimes within groups of related species. Fun-
ple, that microtubules polymerize out from a focus in damentally different cytoskeletal asymmetries define
largely stochastic directions but can be trapped and body axes in ascidians and amphibians; body axes are
stabilized in particular positions to generate asymme- defined prior to fertilization in Drosophila, at the one-
tries in the cell. This exploratory behavior can be ex- cell stage in Xenopus, and not until the 20,000-cell stage
ploited in neuron outgrowth to allow processes to ex- in birds. The mechanisms responsible for this diversity
plore fields for possible targets, and contact with the are not understood; for all our knowledge about con-
appropriate target can stabilize one particular connec- served molecules, we have few clues as to how or why
tion. The second, and richest, section of the book envi- this diversity of strategies arose in evolution or how,
sions how the body plans of modern animals arose from within a phylum, the diverse early strategies come to
the plan of a fairly advanced common ancestor, which converge on a common structure at the phylotypic
they call a roundish flatworm (an alternative to deRob- stage. The chapter suggests, in general terms, that se-
ertis' Urbilateria; Nature 380, 1996, 37±40). The final sec- lective pressures drive new developmental strategies,
tion considers the events that occur before and after but the authors do not address this point beyond a
midembryogenesis, which are responsible for much of brief description of limitations imposed by egg size or
the diversity of modern animals. viviparity versus egg laying. Why should the blastocyst
The most rewarding part of the book is Chapter 7, of the pig be a threadlike structure of a meter in length,
ªBody Plans.º This rich description of animal body plans while that of mice and primates is a sphere of 100 mm?
is a book in itself. It is written from the classical view Although we are presented with fascinating details
that all members of a phylum are characterized by a about the diversity of early developmental strategies,
shared phylotypic stage at midembryogenesis, and that the authors do not emphasize the enormous open ques-
diversity of final body forms within a phylum results from tions raised by the phenomena presented here. The
modifications that occur after that stage. The nature of point, perhaps, is that cell biology alone cannot address
the phylotypic stages in insects (the extended germ the origin of diversity, and because we know so little
band) and of vertebrates (the pharyngula) are described about the ways genetics, physiology, and natural selec-
in detail and related to the body plan of the hypothetical tion have participated in the diversity of early embryonic
roundish flatworm ancestor. Copious details on the Hox strategies, that there is little that can be said. The chal-
genes, segmentation genes, and signaling pathways lenge that faces us now is to define these questions
that generate the phylotypic stages are presented in a well enough to be able to address the origins of early
remarkably coherent manner, and this provides a valu- diversity experimentally.
able resource for anyone interested in the genesis of An enormous amount remains to be learned about
body plans. the differences and similarities among animal embryos.
The two animals that are best understood, DrosophilaCells, Embryos, and Evolution is extremely broad in
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melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans, are funda-
mentally different in many aspects of their development.
Yes, they use similar molecules and signaling pathways,
but as often as they use the same molecule for similar
processes, they use similar molecules for what seem to
be very different processes at every stage of develop-
ment. The role of Wnts in local signaling and cell polar-
ization in C. elegans seems very different from the role
of Wingless in Drosophila segmentation and limb pat-
terning; none of the molecules responsible for the first
dorsal±ventral patterning in the Drosophila embryo have
been found in the C. elegansgenome, and theHox genes
do not define segment identity in the unsegmented
worm. One can argue that these two particular animals
happen to be more different from each other than, say,
Drosophila and mouse, but we won't know that until we
learn a great deal more about mouse embryogenesis
(and remarkably little is known about the establishment
of embryonic axes in mammals). The true relationships
between embryos and evolution will only become visible
when we know the logic and rules that control cell type
determination and patterning in many different animals.
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